The Cyclorama is a visual spectacle and sonic experience that takes the viewer on the mutineers' life intriguing story of what is arguably one of the world's most infamous mutinies (Alexander 2003) .
which is viewed from the inside in a purpose-built gallery on one of the islands that became the home for many of the descendants of the mutineers, along with its accompanying mediatised soundscape for each listener/viewer, it provides a contact zone (Pratt 1991) for those connected with the artwork where heritage and identity are portrayed through visual and sonic media.
Norfolk Island and the history of the Bounty are inseparable.
life for many islanders, the history of the Bounty provides that it is an essential part of island heritage and identity, and a particularly important foundation in the lives of many Norfolk islanders. Their history is intertwined with the Bounty, and their identity is inseparable from it. It is within this somewhat disconcerting context and troublesome background that island heritage is placed on display as a commodity that celebrates this history.
that highlights the cyclorama experience. Just as many art works of musical relevance can inform the cultural historian on the life and place of a particular musician or music object, the Cyclorama creates cultural meaning in terms of illustrating a social history. But what makes this particular art experience unique among sound and visual creativity is that the accompanying soundscape adds to the experience through a social and cultural negotiation between artist, composer and viewer.
Fletcher's Mutiny Cyclorama
The term cyclorama describes a 'large-scale panoramic landscape painting, usually on canvas, which is suspended in a circle to form a continuous scene' (Featherstone 2008) . In terms of its visual spectacle, what makes the panorama different as an artwork is that the viewer cannot see the entire work at the same time. Unless the artwork rotates around the audience, which is the case with some works, the viewer must walk around the static work of art, very often in a building built especially to house the picture. 
Soundscape Art
Having studied at the Sydney Conservatorium, Rick
Robertson is now based in Sydney as a professional musician (Hayward 2006a, pp. 162-163) . He wrote and recorded the music entirely on his own using a 
